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A Gene Expression Map for
Caenorhabditis elegans
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George S. Davidson3
We have assembled data from Caenorhabditis elegans DNA microarray experiments involving many growth conditions, developmental stages, and varieties
of mutants. Co-regulated genes were grouped together and visualized in a
three-dimensional expression map that displays correlations of gene expression
profiles as distances in two dimensions and gene density in the third dimension.
The gene expression map can be used as a gene discovery tool to identify genes
that are co-regulated with known sets of genes (such as heat shock, growth
control genes, germ line genes, and so forth) or to uncover previously unknown
genetic functions (such as genomic instability in males and sperm caused by
specific transposons).
The completion of the C. elegans genome
sequence has identified nearly all of the genes
in the genome (19,282 genes) (1), but the
function for most of these genes remains
mysterious. A scant 6% of them have been
studied with the use of classical genetic or
biochemical approaches (1135 genes), and
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only about 53% show homology to genes in
other organisms (10,303 genes) (2). The current challenge is to develop high-throughput
functional genomics procedures to study
many genes in parallel in order to elucidate
gene function on a global scale (3–8). In one
approach, a compendium of gene expression
profiles was assembled from a large number
of yeast DNA microarray experiments (9),
which made it possible to ascribe potential
functions to previously unknown genes by
comparing their expression results to those of
genes with known functions. Here, we have
established a compendium of gene expression
profiles for an animal, C. elegans.
We combined data from many DNA mi-
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croarray experiments in order to identify sets
of co-regulated genes. In each experiment,
RNA from one sample was used to generate
Cy3-labeled cDNA, and RNA from another
sample was used to prepare Cy5-labeled
cDNA. The two cDNA probes were simultaneously hybridized to a single DNA microarray and the ratio of the Cy3 to Cy5 hybridization intensities was measured. We have
combined data from 553 experiments performed in collaboration with 30 different laboratories (10), including 179 experiments
with microarrays containing 11,917 genes
(63% of the genome) and 374 experiments
using microarrays that have 17,817 genes
(94% of the genome). The experiments compare RNA between mutant and wild-type
strains or between worms grown under different conditions. Figure 1A shows the types
of experiments that have been done to date,
including experiments on wild-type develop-

ment, heat shock, Ras signaling, aging, the
dauer stage, sex regulation, and germ line
gene expression (6, 7, 10).
To find out which genes are co-expressed,
we first assembled a gene expression matrix
in which each row represents a different gene
(17,817 genes) and each column corresponds
to a different microarray experiment (553
experiments) (Fig. 1B). The matrix contains
the relative expression level for each gene in
each experiment (expressed as log2 of the
normalized Cy3/Cy5 ratios). We calculated
the Pearson correlation coefficient between
every pair of genes. For each gene, the similarity between it and the 20 genes with the
strongest ( positive) correlations were used to
assign that gene to an x-y coordinate in a
two-dimensional scatter plot with the use of
force-directed placement. In this x-y ordination step, genes are positioned relative to each
other under the influence of attractive and

Fig. 1. (A) Pie chart shows
types of experiments used
to generate the gene expression terrain map (10).
Numbers in parentheses
refer to the number of microarray
hybridizations
done for that experiment
class, out of a total of 553
different microarray hybridizations. Some microarray hybridizations fall
into multiple classes. (B)
Construction of the gene
expression terrain map
by VxInsight. Expression
data involving 17,661
genes and 553 experiments are shown. In the expression matrix, yellow
denotes increased relative gene expression and blue denotes decreased
gene expression. Only three genes and three experiments are shown for
simplicity. The expression data are used to calculate Pearson correlations
between every pair-wise combination of genes. The most correlated

repulsive forces. Each gene is attracted to
other genes with a force proportional to their
similarity in gene expression, but a constant
force also repels each gene from groups of
other genes. We then used a computer program called VxInsight to visualize the spatial
distribution of the genes, resulting in a display in which genes with a high correlation
are placed near to each other on a two-dimensional scatter plot. [Force-directed placement
and data mining with VxInsight are described
in (11, 12), available Online at www.cs.
sandia.gov/projects/VxInsight.html, and Link
1 at Science Online (13)]. As a further visual
cue, the two-dimensional scatter plot is converted into a three-dimensional terrain map in
which the z axis denotes the density of genes
within an area (Fig. 2A).
The gene expression map shows gene expression clusters for nearly all of the genes
(17,661 genes, 93% of the genome) formed

genes in the correlation matrix are used to construct a two-dimensional
scatter plot. The scatter plot is converted to a gene expression terrain
map showing the gene correlations in three dimensions, where the
altitude of a mountain corresponds to density of the genes, denoted by
red, yellow, and green.

Fig. 2. (A) Caenorhabditis elegans gene expression terrain map created by VxInsight at lowest resolution, showing
three-dimensional representation of 44 gene mountains derived from 553 microarray hybridizations and consisting of
17,661 genes (representing 98.6% of the genes present on the DNA microarrays) (31). Selected gene classes that are
enriched in specific mountains are shown. (B) Terrain map derived from randomized data. (C and D) We created 56 lists
of genes with similar biological function (biogroup), such as genes involved in meiosis, mitosis, translation, DNA
synthesis, etc. We then counted the number of genes that overlap in the biogroup with that of the gene expression
mountain. We calculated the probability of seeing the observed number of overlaps or more by chance (P value) for
each biogroup-mountain pair assuming a hypergeometric distribution. Overlap P values for each biogroup with each mountain (C) and with randomly
constructed mountains of the same size as the original mountain (D) are shown. Scale shows the log10 (P value). The list of biogroups and the
mountains are shown in Web table 2 and Web table 3 (13), respectively. The biogroups and mountains are ordered so that neighbors have similar
mountain profiles.
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by numerous, diverse microarray experiments (Fig. 2A) (14). The raw C. elegans
expression data can be downloaded from
(13), and copies of VxInsight can be downloaded from http://cmgm.stanford.edu/
⬃kimlab/topomap/vxinsight.htm. Genes
were assigned to individual gene expression
clusters (terrain map mountains), and each
cluster was numbered according to size, from

mount 0 (2703 genes) to mount 43 (5 genes)
(Table 1). Each mountain contains sets of
highly correlated genes, and the mountain
width denotes the overall level of correlation
of the genes in that mountain. Mountain
altitude signifies the number of genes present
in that mountain. It is not yet clear how well
gene expression correlations between genes
in different mountains can guide the relative

Table 1. The R value is a measure of the correlation of the expression patterns of the genes in a mountain.
For each mountain, the Pearson correlation between each gene and every other gene in that mountain
was calculated. R is the median of all of these Pearson correlations. Large mountains tend to have lower
R because genes on opposite sides of the mountain have lower correlations. Unless otherwise noted,
representation factors are significant at P ⬍ 0.001 (17). The probability was determined using either the
exact hypergeometric probability or using the normal distribution approximation, when appropriate.
Mount

No. of
genes

R

0
1
2
3
4

2703
1818
1465
1363
1195

0.11
0.15
0.15
0.13
0.41

5
6
7

978
909
810

0.22
0.21
0.43

8

803

0.21

9
10
11

786
635
587

0.16
0.19
0.38

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

462
396
353
247
230
210
190

0.29
0.10
0.38
0.37
0.40
0.37
0.38

19

189

0.29

20

160

0.46

21
22
23
24

154
151
143
133

0.30
0.58
0.53
0.37

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

102
95
87
61
40
36
25
24
27
17
15
10
11
8
8
8
7
6
5

0.44
0.43
0.48
0.28
0.53
0.41
0.36
0.47
0.43
0.44
0.59
0.71
0.77
0.44
0.42
0.43
0.45
0.33
0.69

Functional groups (representation factor)

Muscle (4.0⫻); neuronal (2.7⫻); PDZ genes (2.9⫻)
Germ line– enriched (3.8⫻); oocyte (4.6⫻)
Reverse transcriptase (3.0⫻)
Sperm-enriched genes (21⫻); protein kinases (6.8⫻); protein
phosphatases (15⫻); major sperm proteins (13⫻)
Neuronal genes (6.5⫻)
Germ line– enriched (12⫻); oocyte (9.0⫻); meiosis (11⫻);
mitosis (4.4⫻)
Intestine (13⫻); Entemeba histolytica N-acetylmuraminidase
(12⫻); protease (6.4⫻); carboxylesterase (7.3⫻); lipases
(10⫻); antibacterial proteins (17⫻); UGT (2.8⫻)
Germ line– enriched (13⫻); oocyte (13⫻); meiosis (8⫻); mitosis
(10⫻); histone H1 (18⫻); retinoblastoma complex (26⫻)
Neuronal genes (3.1⫻; P ⬍ 0.006); reverse transcriptase (4.0⫻)
Collagen (2.6⫻; P ⬍ 0.005)
Muscle (24); collagen (29⫻)
Collagen (9.6⫻)
Germ line (2.4⫻); oocyte (4.1⫻); biosynthesis (2.6⫻); protein
synthesis (9.7⫻)
Amino acid metabolism (5.5⫻); lipid metabolism (5.0⫻);
cytochrome P450 (12⫻)
Germ line– enriched (7.5⫻); biosynthesis (10⫻); protein
expression (16⫻); heat shock (10⫻)
Lipid metabolism (10⫻)
Collagen (8⫻)
Protein expression (19⫻); energy generation (8.6⫻)
Amino acid metabolism (3.9⫻); lipid metabolism (8.5⫻); fatty
acid oxidation (22⫻)
Mariner transposases (173⫻)
Male-enriched genes (9.5⫻)
Amino acid metabolism (8⫻); energy generation (8.8⫻)
Protein expression (7.7⫻)
Nucleosomal histones (226⫻)
Tc1 transposon (538⫻)
Collagen (60⫻)
Heat shock (337⫻)
Tc3 transposon (1600⫻)
Protein expression (23⫻)
Protein expression (26⫻)

placement of one mountain to other mountains on the map.
To assess the significance of the topographical patterns shown in Fig. 2A, we first
randomized the expression table by shuffling
the values within each row and then reclustered the genes. We observed no appreciable
structure in the randomized terrain map (Fig.
2B), suggesting that the geography observed
in the actual expression map (Fig. 2A) has
biological significance. Then, to assess the
stability of the gene expression terrain map,
we either rederived the map from random
starting positions or added a small amount of
noise to the data and noted that there was a
high degree of overlap between the various
derived maps [Web Links 2 and 3 (13)]. To
determine which correlations are dependent
on specific sets of experiments, we split the
experiments into two nonoverlapping sets,
formed two new expression maps, and compared gene correlations on one map with
those on the other. We observed that many
genes have similar neighbors in both maps
[Web Link 4 (13)]. Lastly, we showed that
the observed overlaps between clusters on the
gene expression terrain map and groups of
genes with similar biological functions are
much higher than would be expected by random chance (Fig. 2, C and D) (13, 15). This
demonstrates that there are strong biological
patterns embedded in the expression data and
that the clustering produced by VxInsight has
biological relevance. A wide variety of other
algorithms [such as hierarchical clustering
(16)] could have been used in addition to
VxInsight to cluster genes on the basis of
their expression profiles. We chose to use
VxInsight because depicting gene correlation
data in three dimensions is extremely useful
to visualize patterns of gene expression in
large data sets.
We studied the genes in each mountain
to find patterns suggesting the underlying
biological property for that group of genes.
We also looked through 56 sets of genes
that were previously known to function
together (Web table 1) and found that 46
showed enrichment in one or more of the
gene expression mountains (Fig. 2C). Some
of the gene expression mountains grouped
genes together that were expressed in similar tissues (such as muscle, neuron, germ
line), whereas other mountains grouped
genes that had similar cellular functions
(for example, histones, ribosomal genes,
collagens). Overall, we were able to infer a
potential physiological importance for 30
of the 44 mountains by showing that specific mountains were enriched for particular sets of genes. The functional interactions suggested by the gene expression terrain map are based entirely on expression
data. Thus, in addition to biochemistry and
genetics, one could now infer gene func-
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tions with the use of gene expression data.
Several mountains were highly enriched
for genes from particular tissues or organs.
For example, previous microarray experiments identified a total of 650 sperm-enriched genes (6). Of these, 583 genes (89%)
are present in mount 4, which is 21 times
(21⫻) more than the number of genes expected due to random chance [defined as the
representation factor (17)] (Fig. 3A and Web
table 1).
The sperm-enriched genes were defined
using microarrays containing only 63% of the
genome, and 848 of the genes in mount 4
were present on these microarrays (and, thus,
were available to be identified as spermenriched). Thus, highly sperm-enriched genes
(99.9% confidence level) composed about
69% of mount 4. Much of the remainder of
mount 4 consisted of genes that are spermenriched but at a lower level; 775 genes in
mount 4 were sperm-enriched at the 95%
confidence level (88% of mount 4 out of 848
genes).
The major sperm protein (MSP) genes,
which are genes encoding proteins that bind
each other in forming the sperm cytoskeleton
and are required for sperm motility (Fig. 3, A
and B) [see movie (13)] (18), clustered together at one end of mount 4. As noted
previously, protein kinases and phosphatases
are enriched in sperm (6). These gene classes
were also highly enriched in mount 4; specifically, 103 of 361 protein kinase genes (6.8⫻
higher than random chance) and 67 of 106
protein phosphatases (15⫻) are present in
mount 4 (Web table 1). Because sperm are
unusual cells in that they are transcriptionally
and translationally inactive, the high abundance of protein kinases and phosphatases in
mount 4 suggests that sperm commonly use
protein phosphorylation to regulate protein
activity.
Previous microarray experiments identi-

fied 258 oocyte-enriched genes and 508
genes enriched in both sperm and oocytes
(germ line–intrinsic genes) (6). The germ
line– enriched and oocyte-enriched genes
were concentrated in three mountains: mount
7 (12⫻ and 9⫻, respectively), mount 11
(13⫻ and 13⫻), and mount 18 (2.4⫻ and
4.1⫻). In addition, germ line– enriched genes
were concentrated in mount 20 (7.5⫻) [Fig.
3C and movies at (13)]. These four mountains contain 483 of the 766 germ line– and
oocyte-enriched genes (63%). Of the remaining 283 germ line– enriched genes, 161
(21%) were found in mount 2, which is a
large mountain containing many genes involved in diverse biosynthetic pathways.
These four mountains segregate the germ
line genes according to their different biological roles. For example, the first two (mount 7
and mount 11) were highly enriched for meiosis and mitosis genes and, therefore, may
reflect genes expressed in the early germ line.
We identified a set of 23 genes known to be
involved in meiosis; 12 are in mount 7 (11⫻
representation factor) and six are in mount 11
(8⫻) (Web table 1). The list of meiosis genes
contains six involved in forming the synaptonemal complex, and all are contained in
mount 7 (19). We identified a set of 80 genes
known to be involved in mitosis (Web table
1). Of these, 16 are in mount 7 (4.4⫻) and 26
are in mount 11 (10⫻). The list of mitosis
genes contains five that are orthologs of components of the mammalian retinoblastoma
(Rb) tumor suppressor complex. The Rb tumor suppressor complex regulates cell
growth and division by controlling gene expression throughout the cell cycle (20). In C.
elegans, this complex consists of LIN-35
(Rb), HDA-1 (histone deacetylase), and
RBA-1/RBA-2 (both RbAP48) (21). All four
genes encoding proteins in the Rb tumor
suppressor complex were present in mount
11. In addition to these four genes, lin-9 is

Fig. 3. (A) Mount 4 (sperm). Sperm-enriched and MSP genes are shown in red and green,
respectively. (B) Enlarged view of MSP genes (green) and sperm-enriched genes (red) in mount 4.
(C) Germ line genes in mounts 7, 11, 18, and 20. Sperm-enriched (green), oocyte-enriched (blue)
and germ line– enriched genes (red) from (6) are shown. Numbers refer to mountains. (D) Mount
8 (intestine). Intestinal (green) and protease (blue) genes are shown. (E) Mount 16 (muscle). Muscle
(blue) and collagen (green) genes are shown. (F) Mount 26 (male). Male-enriched (green) and
lectins (blue) are shown.
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implicated in Rb complex formation as lin-9
mutants have a similar phenotype to lin-35,
hda-1 and rba-2 mutants (synthetic multivulva) (22). We observed that lin-9 was clustered with the Rb complex genes in mount 11.
Thus, both mutant phenotype and microarray
expression data indicate that lin-9 may play a
functional role in the Rb complex.
Mount 18 and mount 20 were both enriched for protein expression and biosynthesis genes, respectively. We identified 478
genes involved in various biosynthetic pathways, such as energy generation, nucleotide
synthesis, carbohydrate metabolism, fatty
acid oxidation, and amino acid synthesis
(Web table 1). The biosynthesis genes were
mildly enriched in mount 18 (2.6⫻) and
strongly concentrated in mount 20 (10⫻).
Then, we identified 390 genes involved in
protein synthesis, such as genes encoding
tRNA synthetases, ribosomal proteins, chaperones, heat shock proteins, protein translocation components, and RNA processing proteins (Web table 1). These protein synthesis
genes are enriched in mount 18 (9.7⫻) and
mount 20 (16⫻). Biosynthesis and protein
expression are highly active during oogenesis, as small germ line cells enlarge into
enormous oocytes ready to begin growth of
the new embryo. Thus, genes clustered in
mount 18 and 20 may correspond to late germ
line genes.
Eight genes are known to be expressed
primarily in the intestine (Web table 1).
Five of the intestinal genes were expressed
in mount 8, which is 13⫻ the number expected given the size of this mountain (803
genes) (Fig. 3D). Additional genes in
mount 8 are likely to be expressed in the
intestine because they encode proteins involved in digestion or protection from bacterial infection. Mount 8 contained five
genes that are similar to Entemeba histolytica N-acetylmuraminidase (a bacterial
lysozyme, 12⫻ enriched), suggesting that
these genes may be expressed in the C.
elegans intestine to digest bacterial cell
walls. There were 32 protease genes in
mount 8 (out of 116 proteases in the genome, 6.4⫻ enriched) that could be expressed in the intestine to break down bacterial proteins. Carboxylesterases are enzymes used by the intestine to metabolize
carbohydrates and sugars; 12 (out of a total
of 36 carboxylesterases in the genome,
7.3⫻ enriched) are expressed in mount 8
including ges-1, which is known to be expressed in the intestine (23). Lipases are
enzymes used by the intestine to digest
lipids; 15 of the 32 lipases in the C. elegans
genome are contained in mount 8 (10⫻
enriched). Mount 8 contained the gene nuc1, which encodes a deoxyribonuclease
(DNase) expressed by the intestine for digestion of bacterial DNA (24 ). Two genes
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encoding proteins similar to the mammalian low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor
were present in mount 8 and could function
in the intestine to bind sterols in the lumen
and internalize them into intestinal cells.
Mount 8 contained two genes that encode
insulin-related peptides that might be expressed in the intestine to regulate uptake
of nutrients.
Another function of the intestine is that it
protects against bacterial infection and from
ingestion of harmful chemicals. Mount 8 contained seven out of nine genes that encode
antibacterial proteins similar to granulysin of
cytotoxic T cells (17⫻ enrichment). These
genes may be expressed in the intestine to
protect the worm from bacterial infections.
Mount 8 contained a metallothionein gene
(mtl-2), which is known to be expressed in
the intestine and function to bind and inactivate heavy metals (25). Mount 8 contained
eight genes encoding UDP-N-acetylglucosamine:alpha-3-D-mannoside beta-1, 2-Nacetlyglucosaminyltransferase I (where UDP
is uridine 5⬘-diphosphate) out of a total of 64
such genes in the genome (2.8-fold enrichment), including gly-14, which is known to
be expressed in the intestine (26). These
genes encode enzymes that are of major importance in the modification and subsequent
inactivation of toxic compounds. They could
be expressed in the intestine to protect the
worm from harmful chemicals.
Thirty-nine genes are known to be expressed primarily in muscle (Web table 1).
These genes were enriched in mount 1
(4.1⫻) and mount 16 (24⫻). Mount 1 is a
large mountain with diverse types of genes,
and it was also enriched for many neuronal
proteins. In mount 1, the known muscle
genes included primarily receptors, extracellular proteins, or receptor-associated
proteins such as egl-19 (which encodes a
voltage-dependent calcium channel), unc52 (which encodes a component of the
basement membrane), or egl-30 (which encodes a Galpha protein) (Fig. 3F) (27–29).
Mount 16 included genes that make the
muscle filaments themselves, such as those
encoding myosin light chain, myosin heavy
chain, paramyosin, and two types of troponin (Fig. 3E).
We examined 88 genes that are known to
be enriched in neuronal cells. These neuronal
genes were clustered in mount 1 (2.7⫻),
mount 6 (6.5⫻), and mount 13 (3.1⫻). Both
muscle and neuronal genes are clustered in
mount 1, and the known muscle or neuronal
genes in mount 1 tended to encode receptors
or receptor-associated proteins. One possibility is that these genes function in synaptic
transmission at neuromuscular junctions. For
example, PDZ-containing proteins are expressed in synapses and appear to have a role
in clustering or localizing neurotransmitter

receptors in both the pre- and postsynaptic
densities (30). There are 58 genes with PDZ
domains in C. elegans, and 17 of these were
concentrated in mount 1 along with other
neuromuscular genes (2.9⫻ enriched). In addition to neuronal genes, mount 13 was enriched for retrotransposons (4.0⫻), suggesting that retrotransposons might be active in
worm neurons.
Previous microarray experiments comparing adult males with adult hermaphrodites
identified 1651 male-enriched genes, consisting not only of the sperm genes (enriched in
mount 4) but also genes expressed in the
soma such as in the male copulatory organ or
in male-specific neurons (7). Many of the
male-enriched genes were clustered in mount
4, corresponding to sperm-enriched genes.
The male-enriched genes were also enriched
in mount 26 (9.5⫻) (Fig. 3F). Of the 95 genes
in mount 26, 83 are male-enriched (87%) and
are likely expressed in the male soma. Mount
26 contained 15 genes that encode cell surface markers (C-type lectins), suggesting that
these genes may function to distinguish the
extracellular surfaces of male and hermaphrodite cells.
The second general pattern of gene clusters observed in the gene expression terrain
map corresponds to sets of genes that form

functional modules, such as genes that act
in one biochemical pathway or encode similar
types of proteins. For example, mount 20 and
mount 36 were both enriched for heat shock
genes. In particular, 7 of the 10 genes in mount
36 encode heat shock proteins (337⫻ enriched). The remaining three genes (F26H11.3,
F58E10.4, and Y43F8B.2A) were not previously known to be involved in the heat shock
response. We performed another set of heat
shock microarray experiments and found that
all three are heat shock–regulated at the 99%
confidence level (Table 2). Thus, direct experimental evidence confirmed the genetic relation
suggested by the juxtaposition of three unknown genes with known heat shock protein
genes.
Mount 32 is highly enriched for histone
genes (226⫻); of the 24 genes in this mountain, 22 are histone genes that comprise the
nucleosomal core (H2A, H2B, H3, and H4).
The other type of histone (H1) is not part of
the nucleosome itself but serves as a linker
between nucleosomal subunits on chromatin.
There are five histone H1 genes, and three of
these are in mount 11 (18⫻) along with early
germ line genes.
The 99 transposons in the C. elegans genome consist mainly of Mariner elements, Tc1,
Tc3, Tc4, and Tc5 (Web table 1). In most cases,

Fig. 4. (A) Transposon
clusters in the gene
expression
terrain
map. Tc1 (red), Tc3
(blue), and Mariner
(yellow) transposons
are indicated. Numbers refer to mountains. (B) Transposon
expression in males
and sperm. Because different copies of
each type of transposon have nearly
identical sequences, expression for all
genes of each type of transposon are
averaged together. Web fig. 4 has expression for individual transposon copies. Male/herm.,
experiments comparing adult male to adult hermaphrodite RNAs (7); sperm/oocyte, experiments
comparing fem-3(gf ) to fem-1(lf ) worms (6). Yellow and blue denote high- and low-expression
levels, respectively.
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Table 2. Heat shock induction levels for 10 genes in mount 36. Heat shocks were for 15 min at 33°C, and
RNA expression levels were measured 30 min after heat shock. Results show average expression levels
(⫾ SE) from four independent experiments. HSP, heat shock protein.
Gene

Induction ⫾
SE

Protein

C12C8.1
F44E5.4
F44E5.5
hsp-16.11
hsp-16.1
hsp16-2
hsp16-41
F26H11.3
F58E10.4
Y43F8B.2A

65.3 ⫾ 19.3
82.5 ⫾ 24.8
109.7 ⫾ 41.8
39.7 ⫾ 14.7
52.3 ⫾ 15.0
68.7 ⫾ 22.6
39.0 ⫾ 5.0
11.1 ⫾ 2.3
5.1 ⫾ 1.4
10.5 ⫾ 1.6

HSP70
HSP70
HSP70
HSP-16
HSP-16
HSP-16
HSP-16
Bromodomain protein
Similar to S. cerevisiae YNL155W
Similar to Y43F8B.M
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transposons of the same type fell into the same
cluster, as was expected because different
members of each transposon type have nearly
identical sequences and would be expected to
cross-hybridize. The Mariner transposons fell
into mount 25, most Tc1 copies were in mount
33, and Tc3 copies were in mount 37 (Fig. 4A).
Tc4 and Tc5 show more sequence heterogeneity and were spread out in mounts 0, 1, 3, and 9.
The expression map showed that the Tc1, Tc3,
and Mariner transposon families were expressed differently from each other, suggesting
different types of developmental regulation. To
begin to elucidate this developmental control,
we examined the expression profiles for the
transposons in the published microarray data (6,
7). We found that average expression of Mariner transposons was high in sperm relative to
oocytes, suggesting that this transposon may
have a higher mobilization rate in the male
compared with the hermaphrodite germ line
(Fig. 4B). We also found that the average expression of Tc3 was high in the male soma, as
it is enriched in males versus hermaphrodites
but not in sperm versus oocytes.
Additional sets of genes that cluster in the
same mountain on the gene expression terrain
map are shown in Table 1 and listed in Web
table 1. Further investigation is likely to reveal many more clusters of genes on the
terrain map.
The gene expression database provides
higher resolution than individual microarray experiments because the expression patterns of
particular groups of genes are refined by a
multitude of experiments. For example, the
germ line microarray experiments (6) identified
758 genes that are enriched in the hermaphrodite germ line, but the gene expression terrain
map was able to subdivide these genes into four
mountains (mounts 7, 11, 18, and 20) enriched
for genes with distinct biological roles. Furthermore, the position of genes within a mountain
in the terrain map often provides information
about its function, as we frequently observed
that genes with similar function were placed
close to each other in a section of one mountain.
This level of detail was not observed in microarray experiments comparing only two
worm samples (31).
The ability to identify candidate genes
whose function can subsequently be confirmed
by experimental testing depends greatly on the
resolution of the terrain map. Some sets of
genes (such as the heat shock genes, spermenriched genes, nucleosomal histone genes, and
ribosomal genes) show tight clustering in which
genes that are known to be functionally related
are adjacent to each other on the gene expression map. Other groups of genes (such as the
retinoblastoma complex genes) may be loosely
clustered together in the same expression
mountain.
Although the sperm versus oocyte experiments were specifically designed to
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identify sperm and oocyte genes (hypothesis testing), the terrain map also grouped
genes even when they were not specific
targets of any of the experiments in the
database (undirected knowledge discovery). For example, none of the experiments
were specifically designed to reveal expression in muscle, intestine, or neurons, or to
show expression by the histone, collagen,
or transposon genes (Fig. 1A). Nevertheless, these genes form discrete clusters or
mountains on the terrain map, most likely
because they showed serendipitous co-regulation in one or more of the experiments in
the large database. In many cases, mountains on the gene expression terrain map
reveal unexpected interactions between
genes. These types of unexpected gene
clusters are best revealed using undirected data mining of a global gene expression database rather than testing specific
hypotheses.
Caenorhabditis elegans is a powerful
model system to analyze biological processes with the use of functional genomics
approaches. In addition to global expression studies, efforts are under way to determine the mutant phenotype of most C.
elegans genes using RNA interference and
to identify protein binding interactions on a
whole genome level using a high-throughput, yeast two-hybrid approach (32–36 ).
Thus, there is a rapid accumulation of expression data, mutant phenotypes, and protein binding interactions, making it possible to begin to elucidate cellular, developmental, and organismic processes on a
global scale.
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